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Digital Economy Widens Gap between Capital Returns and
Labor Income: -- New Industrial Revolution Markets Build
Many New Trillion $ Opportunities By 2024
LEXINGTON, Massachusetts (March 8, 2018) – WinterGreen Research announces that it
has published a new study New Industrial Revolution: Gap Between Value of Capital
and Value of Jobs Widens. The 2018 study has 47 pages, 10 tables and figures.
The net displacement of workers by machines exacerbates the gap between returns to
capital and returns to labor. The upper one percent get increasingly richer and the rest of
the people have fewer jobs open to them. That is the reality of the new industrial
revolution.
The simultaneous rise of many new trillion-dollar markets is unique in the history of
capital experience. Economic activity in the world economies is traditionally burdened
with a low growth rate, with a very few technology sectors breaking the trend and
growing above 3% per year. Now, with the new industrial revolution, some even very
large sectors will grow as fast as 100% per year. The world economy is forecast to
accelerate in 2018, with global growth projected. The new industrial revolution is far
different from the earlier industrial growth trajectories. Sectors impacted by the new
industrial revolution grow rapidly and they grow big.
WinterGreen Research is an independent research organization funded by the sale of
market research studies all over the world and by the implementation of ROI models that
are used to calculate the total cost of ownership of equipment, services, and software.
The company has 35 distributors worldwide, including Global Information Info Shop,
Market Research.com, Research and Markets, electronics.ca, Research and Markets, and
Report Linker.

WinterGreen Research is positioned to help customers facing challenges that define the
modern enterprises. The increasingly global nature of science, technology and
engineering is a reflection of the implementation of the globally integrated enterprise.
Customers trust wintergreen research to work alongside them to ensure the success of the
participation in a particular market segment.
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WinterGreen Research supports various market segment programs; provides trusted
technical services to the marketing departments. It carries out accurate market share and
forecast analysis services for a range of commercial and government customers globally.
These are all vital market research support solutions requiring trust and integrity.
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